
PURE MACK 
PAINTED PARTS





OEM QUALITY.  
READY TO 
BOLT AND GO.
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REVOLUTIONARY 
IDEA. 
We found a way to prevent major body and 
paint work from ever slowing down a Mack. 
The Pure Mack Painted Parts Program 
delivers pre-painted hood/bumper 
combinations, cabs and other body parts in 
any factory color, where and when you 
need them. Pure Mack Painted Parts will 
direct-ship pre-painted parts and 
assemblies that are professionally-finished 
and ready to install. 

Quick turnaround
Via your Mack parts channel, gain fast access to genuine 
painted parts delivered directly to your shop/dealership. 
Freight-friendly shipping is included with every order.

Factory quality
OEM parts are painted using Axalta Imron paint. Colors are 
guaranteed to be a perfect match to Mack factory colors. 
Single-color hoods available for direct order. We also offer 
custom paint by request.
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Mack Pinnacle Fully Dressed Hood
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Fully dressed
hoods 

Pre-painted in any factory color, fully-dressed 
hoods eliminate the hassle of ordering 
individual parts. Hoods are pre-fitted with 
mounting brackets, aero hood mirrors, 
complete front grille, splash shields and more. 
Hoods ship within 5 days of order approval.

Fully dressed hoods are available for the 
following models:

Mack Anthem (AN Model)

Mack Pinnacle (CXU Model)

Mack Anthem Fully Dressed Hood And Painted Bumper Ends
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Mack Pinnacle (CXU) Painted Hood

Mack Pinnacle (CHU/PI) Painted Hood

Mack Granite (GU/GR) Painted Hood



Painted hoods are available for the 
following models:

Mack Anthem (AN Model) 

Mack Pinnacle (CXU Model)

Mack Pinnacle (PI/CHU Models) 

Mack Granite (GR/GU Models) — Axle Forward
& Axle Back  

Painted hoods 
Painted hoods can relieve a huge strain 
on busy paint booths. Hoods in custom 
colors, can be ready on-demand for fleet 
orders, making capacity in the shop for 
more profitable jobs. Or if your dealership 
currently outsources painting, choose 
painted hoods to immediately increase 
your profit margin and reduce wait time 
for your customers.
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Mack Anthem Painted Hood
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Painted and sealed
conventional cabs

Mack Pinnacle Painted And Sealed Daycab
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Brand-new, factory-built Mack 
conventional cabs, painted and sealed in 
any color — we make it possible. Cabs 
are shipped from the warehouse within 
15 days of order approval and arrive 
prepped for final dressing. 

Each painted and sealed conventional 
cab is equipped with glass window 
seals, electronic window regulators and 
back of cab lamps.

Conventional cab models available for order:
Anthem (AN)

Mack Pinnacle (PI/CXU/CHU)

Mack Granite (GR/GU)

Each painted and 
sealed conventional 
cab is prepared to 
meet all original factory 
specifications. Every cab 
is inspected by hand 
to ensure zero defects 
before shipping.

Doors come pre-wired 
with electric window lifts, 
and are ready for final 
interior trim panels to be 
installed on the painted 
and sealed cabs.



Left Hand/Right 
Hand Rollup 
Configuration

Left Hand/Right 
Hand Bifold 
Configuration

Left Hand 
Rollup, Right 
Hand Foldup 
Configuration

Ready to be dressed
Cabs arrive painted and sealed; ready for the 
interior and vehicle specific wiring and options to 
be installed. 

Available in 15 days or less
Your Pure Mack Painted and Sealed service cab is 
shipped from the paint facility within 15 days of the 
order being approved.

Cabover models available for order:
MRU

LEU

LRU

Door options:
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Painted and sealed
cabovers
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MIX AND MATCH.
Mack requires a 6-piece minimum order of the same 
color for bulk parts, with all parts selected by dealer. Mix 
and match any combination of program-eligible parts to 
gain efficiencies.

REDUCED COST.
All bulk parts are painted using factory-quality Axalta 
Imron Single Stage paint, further reducing costs. The end 
result is a professional finish, indistinguishable from Base 
Coat Clear paint.

INDIVIDUALLY PACKED.
Each bulk piece is individually packed for ease of 
handling and faster storage.

Want to keep frequently requested parts in 
stock and ready for install? We can help. 
The Pure Mack Painted Parts Bulk Program 
allows you to pre-order virtually any painted 
part, including: cowls, cab extensions, visors, 
chassis fairings and more. Available in any 
factory color, parts are shipped within 7-10 
days of order approval.

Buy bulk. 
Save time and 
money.
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Prepare to 
gain an edge
Help your customers achieve 
remarkable uptime. Drive value and 
profitability. Bolster your reputation. 
With Pure Mack Painted Parts 
in your corner, you’re ready for 
anything.

Shipping
We take shipping seriously, with special 
care and attention given to packaging and 
crating of bulk parts. Orders can be shipped 
to your dealership or drop-shipped to an 
approved location. Plus, freight charges are
included with every order.

Start here
Pure Mack Painted Parts are available 
through your regular channel for Mack parts. 
Contact your District Parts Manager or Mack 
aftermarket for more information.
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1-800-922-MACK
MackTrucks.com
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